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Push to Completion
One vital activity, unseen by most, is the amazing work carried out
by the Blue House nursing team in patients’ own homes. There are
three nurses, each visiting five patients every day. We had the
privilege of joining one of them, Radhus, on two home visits.
is 78 and had a stroke three years ago. He has remained in the basement room of his house ever since. Radhus is
one of the few visitors Daneo and his wife Vesca get. They do have
Nothing in Bulgaria is the same as in England - apart from the a daughter but, as so often is the case in these situations, she lives
.prices. Many of the basics in life are often the same price as the UK in Greece where she works as a carer for someone in much better
and sometimes even more expensive. How unfair this is when a health and position than her parents. She is of course paid for this
basic salary is generally no more than
work and in reality needs the
£200 per month, while State pensions
money to fund her son through
can be as low as just £30 per month
university. Radhus visits twice a
rising to £125 depending on status.
week and does what she can to
help Daneo with his rehabilitation.
This latest visit proved to be an all too
He is almost completely parafamiliar combination of encouragements
lysed, has no speech and cries
and shocks. It is so easy to fly to the
much of the time with frustration
negative, so I have tried to focus on the
and depression. Before the stroke
progress forward and the positives ... then
he was a very fit and capable man.
maybe the negatives are easier to face.
Each project and institution we support
Radhus is a life-line for them both
has both.
and is particularly appreciated by
Vesca who, despite also being 78,
are increasing in
is the full-time carer for her husnumber in many parts of Bulgaria, giving
band. In Bulgaria you are allowed
an opportunity for young people leaving
a maximum ten days in hospital
the children’s homes and other institu- Radhus, our physiotherapist, with Daneo
provided by the Government.
tionalised adults to live in smaller family
Then, unless you are able to pay,
types of environment. The goal is to help
you are sent home to be cared for
them achieve a more independent lifestyle. Many in this situation by family members. Daneo is allowed one free visit from the doctor
are learning to cook and clean for themselves, take a pride in their per month. Any extra visits cost around £15 each plus the doctor’s
appearance, entertain guests, go shopping and, in some cases, get taxi costs - another £3 (a huge burden when you consider the
a job for the first time. These are really positive steps and it is indeed average pension.) They also have to pay for much of their medicine.
a joy to be a small part of this process as we help in different ways. Without the help of the Blue House providing free nursing support,
I never thought we would see changes like this in our life time! One a supply of incontinence pads and other items, they would struggle
of the new houses in Sliven has a motto emblazoned on the wall … to survive and their existence would be very lonely indeed.
“Sometimes you meet people and you start to feel like a person.” The
downside, however, is that because of the struggling economy made worse by global recession - Government funding is very
uncertain and is only ever granted for one year at a time. This does
not create the stability these children need.
It is often a frustration to me when UK
visitors fail to see just how much is happening at the Blue
House and how important and unique the work done there is.
Indeed, most of the projects in the Sliven region which we
help are managed and supported by Director Genka and her
team there. Yes, the buildings could be used more but, until
the remaining renovation work on the smaller annexe house
is complete, final certificates will not be granted for full use of
the facilities.

Radhus with Minka & Genka

Reaching out with Christian love: serving Eastern Europe

The Peace of God
Welcome again to Krasif News and all the latest updates on the work
and ministry in Bulgaria. It was an especially encouraging time at our
second annual conference day in May, when we were joined by Blue
House director, Genka Ivanova, and husband Ivan. Genka spoke with
deep emotion about the challenges still facing so many in Bulgaria
just to survive and of her immense gratefulness to God and the many
friends who help through Krasif Aid. We too want to add our thanks
to each of you for your ongoing support and prayers. Without your
backing Krasif Aid would not be able to achieve what we do.
In Philipians chapter 4, a couple of verses leap out . . . “

Ministry & Music
At the end of March, I made my second visit to Sliven in the company
of veteran visitors Roger and Eileen Wilcox, and Jauida Stanbridge
(making her second visit after a nine year gap). It was certainly a busy
ten days, focused on Christian ministry and filled with activity from
morning to night. We took part in many services including those in
the Roma (gypsy) churches in Sliven and Yambol, as well as visiting
Jauida (centre) with the
Slavchev family : Pastor Stoyan,
Svetlina and Zhana

This is a great prayer for all that is happening in Bulgaria. In this
edition, as we unashamedly ask for your further support to finish the
building work at the Blue House, may we all indeed experience that
special peace of God in our hearts and minds.
With Many Blessings,

Brian & Chris

A Thousand Blessings!

several Day Centres. Such a lot was seen and learnt, especially about
the hearts and needs of the Bulgarian people. Indeed there was
almost too much to take in and fully comprehend at the time.

However, vivid and lasting pictures are left in our minds of sincere and
loving people from many different backgrounds praising God, the
Well, almost. We have just shipped 969 packages of aid goods to faithful witness of the Baptist and Congregational churches as they
Sliven in a forty foot container (estimated arrival in Bulgaria by sea work against the odds to show God's love in the city, and the vibrant
2nd August.) The load included much needed items such as 180 and exciting worship in the gypsy churches. The faith, joy and determiboxes of clothes, 21 of shoes, 84 of medical goods, 164 of inconti- nation contrasted sharply with the dire needs of the Country and the
nence pads, 50 of toys and games, 40 of baby items, 54 of household daily reality for most people, and with the limited provision for the old
and vulnerable, especially disadvantaged children. Bulgaria is such a
goods, 40 of craft resources plus 107 items of disability equipment.
beautiful but needy place!
Perhaps the most enduring memory was the praise concert at Sliven
Congregational Church, held on the final night. Organised at the last
minute and with Jauida leading the worship with her beautiful voice,
the evening evoked much appreciation from the believers, brought
together from several churches. Unity in the gospel was so clearly to
be seen as leaders from the Churches - Bulgarian and Roma - stood
together at the end of the evening and commended each other in
brotherly love and respect. God is moving in Bulgaria his wonders to
perform!

Travellers of the Year Award
If we had such an award, then our Associate, Paul Gilliver, and the
Easter team from Wall Heath Evangelical Free Church, Dudley would
almost certainly be the winners! After a full and fruitful week in Sliven
working at the Blue house, Kermen Children’s Home and with Antioch
Roma Church, they were due to fly home the first weekend that the
Collected over a period of months and stored in our Walsall church- Icelandic volcanic ash clouds closed European airspace. They were
based storage, the aid will help a great many people to have things offered alternate flights, the only problem was the flights being two
that they could only otherwise dream of but which we regard as basic weeks later!
necessities.. We send a big ‘thank you’ to all who have given things,
including ladies who have knitted, St Giles’ Hospice near Lichfield, a Paul, a seasoned campaigner, went into action and booked the group
local shoe shop plus too many others to be mentioned; also to the on a 48 hour coach journey, taking them from Sofia all the way to
gang of helpers who turned up to load - a three hour marathon.
Amsterdam. After a few hours break, they were on the train to the
Hook of Holland for an 8 hour ferry crossing to Harwich, where Wall
A shipment of this sort costs £2,500 - a lot of money but still cheaper Heath members collected the team for the ‘short’ 4 hour drive home.
than driving it in a convoy of lorries. The value of goods shipped is They arrived home four days late. Surprisingly, the general consensus
several thousand pounds more than the cost of transport.
seemed to be that this had only enhanced the whole experience.

Push to Completion
The second visit was to see Minka who is 55 and has
terminal cancer. Fourteen years ago she survived breast cancer but
has now been diagnosed (after paying £200 for her own scans) with
a brain tumour and cancer in the liver and bones. No one is saying
just how long she has to live or exactly what is the prognosis.
Nevertheless, she works endlessly doing the rehabilitation exercises,
under Radhus’ guidance, to stay as fit as she possibly can. Her
husband works but is very poorly paid, so they struggle financially.

Bulgarian and British alike. The ongoing vision is all in place but can
never be fully achieved with the building in its
present condition. It has been wonderful
to see so much money raised
for projects in the wider
community over the
last few years.

Minka’s praise of the work of the nurses was so good to hear. As we
talked together, you began to wonder how Bulgarians actually
survive and cope without the help of places like the Blue House.
Minka was truly a joy to visit and Radhus was quick to say that it
was Minka who would so often lift her spirit during her visits, with
her positive attitude to life and suffering. It was an honour to be able
to pray with Minka, Daneo and Vesca before we left.
Genka and the team at the Blue House are also
working each day with a group of adults with mental and physical
disabilities. They participate in the Krasif jewellery project, and one
man, another stroke victim, makes the most intricate necklaces with
his one working hand and his teeth! A stigma does remain in
Bulgaria towards those with such disabilities, a relic from the
communist era when so many were hidden away in the numerous
Government institutions. Providing a place of peace and acceptance
for these people is of huge value.

Blue House Annexe
This year we want to have a final push to see the funds come in to
complete the renovations at the Blue House. Until quite recently, we
needed about £10,000 but, over
the past couple of months,
around half of this has already come in. Will you please
pray with us to see if you are to be part of the answer for
the remaining £5000? Maybe you could organise a small
fundraiser or take part in our ‘Eat Like an Orphan’ project?
is summed up in a song based on Isaiah
61 that many of us know well, ‘ The Spirit of the Sovereign
Lord’, especially the words, “ This is the year of the favour of
the Lord.” Do please pray that ‘this year’ we will see the
final step for the Blue House, as the vital hub of the wheel,
able to fully open the doors wide to serve Sliven and to be
the lighthouse for God that it truly can be in every way!

Jewellery making group

Many benefit too from these
specialist services provided at the Blue House. They are
something else not widely available through the Authorities. In fact officials at Sliven Town Hall often refer
people to the Blue House for these services knowing
they would not otherwise find help anywhere in the
Region.
could be said about the many
other people and places helped through the Blue
House, like the mentally disabled men at Tvarditsa
Men’s Social Home and the lovely children at Kermen
Orphanage, where we wanted to dance with joy as we
looked around the recently EU funded improvements.
The needs remain many and varied, but we are anxious
not to lose focus on the needs of the Blue House itself.
The impact of Genka and the team in Sliven is already
amazing but the limitations caused by the unfinished
building work are frustrating for all concerned,

Speech therapy session

Sad Realities

Felt Handbags & Poppies
Over the past 18 months we have been developing a new addition
to our Krasif Bulgarian Craft range, supporting our team of
makers in Bulgaria. Sliven was
the first place in the Balkans
where felt was made, although it
was many years ago that the art
was lost to the area. Now,
through the Blue House, we have
begun the production of felt
handbags, flowers and bracelets.
Each bag is made to order with
the colours of your choice and
costs around £30. The first owners are
very pleased with them.
Felted and knitted poppies are also available at £7.50 and £5 respectively, and
ahead of Remembrance Day, 10% of all
sales will be donated to the Royal British
Legion. PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

Many visitors to the Children’s
Home at Kermen in recent times
will have met a little girl called
Pavlina. She was featured on the
front of Krasif News last Autumn,
and also in our ‘Eat Like An Orphan’ video. Having been very
sick throughout her short life,
sadly Pavlina died in April from a
recurring chest infection. This is another stark reminder that
although conditions are gradually improving in the Bulgarian
institutions, there is a long way to go and help is still vital.

Eat Like an Orphan
In the last edition of Krasif News we launched our challenge to
‘Eat Like an Orphan’ using a metal bowl like those typically used
daily in every children’s homes in Bulgaria. With this awareness
and fund raising project now fully up and running, we want to
encourage you to take part by hearing from a few young people
in Walsall who recently rose to the challenge . . .

More Match-making at Burzitsa
Hannah Graves (Norwich) and Ally Worsley (Reigate) met on the
same Burzitsa work party. Four years later, they have ‘tied the
knot’, confirming their love for and commitment to each other.
Since that first meeting, Hannah and Ally have
been regular team members at Burzitsa,
Hannah using her creative skills with children’s
activities and Ally generating immense fun and
energy with the youngsters.
So it was that Hannah, who works in a drug
rehabilitation centre for women in Norwich and
Ally, an I.T. specialist with a civil engineering
company, got married at Norwich Central
Baptist Church on a lovely sunny day in July.
Our love and best wishes go to them as they
start their new life together.

An information pack, video and bowls to borrow are available
from us. You can also download resources from our website.
Are you ready to ‘Eat like an Orphan’?
If so, please contact our Appeal Coordinator:
Gavin Owen 01158 774849 or gav owen@hotmail.com
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